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SUMMARY

In this paper we consiaer the problem wnere repeated measurements are

taKen on eacn experimental unit of a randomized experimental design. If the

design is a randomized complete block then traditionally a split-bloCK analysis

is used. Here we consider an extension of tne traaitional sol it-bloCK analysis

where \~e allow for several orthogonal autocorrelated error components deoending

on the definitions of fixed and random effects. Our approach is basea on auto-

regressive processes appliea to seoarate orthogonal components of the data and

it can also be used for more comolex designs such as Latin square.

Key Words: autoregressive processes; fi;<ed ana ranaom ef+ects; split-clot
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1. INTRODUCTION

Frequently data arise from an experimental design where several

successive measurements over time are made on each experimental unit. Such

repeated measurements arise in plant and animal experiments, clinical trials,

radiotelemetry exoeriments on wild animals and economic studies. In all cases,

the ooservations on tne same unit are correlated. Multivariate ana univariat~

metnods are commonly used to analyse the reoeated measurements data.

Timm (1980) proviaes an excellent survey of the literature on tne multi

variate analysis of repeated measurements. We believe tnat the multivariaLe

metllods are usually not easy to compute or to interpret. Also, they are over

parameterized and require an equal number of measurements on each individual.

One of the univariate analyses that is at times incorrectly usea to

analyse repeated measurements data is tne split-plot method regarding time as

the sUbolot treatment. (See, for example, Thomas & Wilkinson (1975)). The

difference between the repeated measurements design and the split-olot design

is that the subplot classification (time) is not randomized. It is likely that

the observations on the same unit wnich are close togetner will be more hignly

correlated than those that are far apart in time. This is contrary to the

assumption of constant correlation between subplots within a unit maae by the

traditional split-plot approach. In tnis resoect, we feel that the split-plot

analysis for repeatea measurements may be inaporooriate. Also, as stated

earlier, we feel that the multivariate mOdel, wnich allows for arbitrary

correlations for observations on the same unit, is overoarameterizea. A Lime

series modelling approacn to the proolem. which allows for aecaying

aULocorrelations, seems to be an attractive comoromise.
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Box (1954) considered the effect of autocorrelation oetween the errors in

tne two-way classification and proposed an approximate F-test with degrees of

freedom corrected by a number E, to test the differences of the variable over

time. Huynh (1978), Wallenstein & Fleiss (1979) and Anderson, Jensen & Schou

(1981), among others, computed the E-correction for different covariance

structures, incluaing the first order autoregressive structure over time.

Danford, Hughes & McNee (1960) considered an arbitrary stationary covariance

structure for the observations over time. Rowell & Walters (1976) in an

excellent summary paper on split-plot analysis, recognize the need for a ~ime

series error covariance structure. For combining cross section and time series

data (also known as panel data), Balestra & Nerlove (1966) and Wallace &

Hussian (1969) considered a mixed-model with some lagged vaiues of the

deoenaent variable included in the collection of indeoendent variaoles.

Shumway (1970) ana Bloomfield et al (1983) consiaerea soectral density

estimation for mixed-models with stationary time series comoonents. As ln

traditional time series analysis, however, they reauire the number of

ooservations over time on each individual to be large.

For the case where a moderate number of repeated measurements are taken on

several units, Azzalini (1984) and Pantula & Pollock (1985) considered the

following mixed-model:

r

I X. 8 + v + ~1'k
1 ks' s 1

s=1
( 1. 1 )

k = 1, ... , t .;
1

= 1, ... , n,

where Y.. denotes the va 1ue of the kth measurement on the i th un it; X.. ,lK lKs

s = 1, ... , r aeno~e the level of r control variables at which the ooservation

Y. is obtalnea (the X.. are assumea to be fixea); ~ , s = 1, ... , r aenote
1K 1KS S
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the unKnown parameters to be estimated; v is tne ranaom effect associated with,
the itn samoled unit; ~ik is the random error associated with the Kth

measurement on the itn individual. They assumed that v, are inaeoenaent,
N(O,a2) variables and tha~

v

r {1_<x~)-1/2 e i1 , k =
~ik =t

(1. 2)

<Xl ~i,k-l + e ik , k ~ 2

where 1<x11<1 and e ik are indepenaent N{O,a;) variables that are inaepenaent

of {Vi}' That is, {~ik} is a set of n inaeoenaen~ first order autoregressive

processes, AR(l), (Fuller (1976), p. 36). Note that if <Xl = 0, then (1.1)

reduces to the traditional split-plot model. Pantula & Pollock (1985)

presented the following extension of the estimation procedure given in Fuller &

Battese (1973): (a) obtain a consistent estimator tor <Xl' (b) obtain a linear

transformation Z of Y'l""'Y't involving <Xl' so that the moael for Z'k islK 1 1 , 1
1

a sum of fixed effects and two independent ranaom components, (C) obtain

consistent estimates for the variance comoonents a 2 and a2
, (d) obtain a

v e

linear transformation Z~k involVing <Xl' a
2

and a
2

of l'l' ... , l't so
1 vel 1 .

* * 1that liK are uncorrelated and (e) regress lik on the corresponding

*transformation Xik of Xik = (Xikl"",Xikr) to octain tne {estimatea}

generalized least squares estimator of ~ = (~l""'~r)' The estlmation

orocedure can be extended to higher order autoregressive processes. Also,

conceptuaily, the method can be extended to the case Where ~ik is any general

stationary process over time. However, it is not easy to obtain a simoie

aiaecralc exoression for the transformation Z. in (b).'" lK

In tnis paper, we extend the results of Pantula & Pollock (1985) to more

complex mixed-models with several random components that vary over time. We
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exploit the usual analysis of variance orthogonal comoonents to simplify our

time series approach. We model different orthogonal components over time as

different sets of independent time series. Depending on the number of time

series included in the model, we pool some of the orthogonal comoonents. In

sections 2 and 3 we develop estimation procedures for two "mixed-time series"

models wnich can be viewed as extensions of tne sol it-block analysis (Steel &

Torrie (1980) p. 393). Our estimation procedure consists of two main seots:

(i) estimate the variance components and the autocorrelation coefficients by

analysing the orthogonal components separately, (ii) estimate the fixed effects

by combining the different orthogonal components. In section 4 we present a

discussion of our results and some possible extensions.

2. NESTED SPLIT-BLOCK ~CC~~S

2.1 Model presentation

In this section we consider the situation where we have repeated

measurements in a randomized block design. We consider a perennial crop

experiment as an example. Suppose we wish to test the effect of a fixed set of

treatments (fertilizer or variety, for example) on the yiela. (The

case where the set of treatments is selected at random from a coilection of

treatments will be considered in section 3). A set of a locations (or blocks)

is selected at random. At each of the locations b plots are used. The

treatments are assigned randomly to different plots. We consider two cases:

(I) plots are random and (II) plots are fixed. Measurements are taken on each

plot on t consecutive occasions. (Here, we are considering only the oalanced

case to keep the nota~ion simple. The methods, however, can be extended to

unequal numbers of repeated measurements as in Pantula & PolloCk (1985)). We

consider a linear model
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*Yijk = x. 'k13 + p. + 'Y .. + e ik + l; . " ,
1J 1 1J 1JK

J
'Y case ( I ) : plots random

* ij
'Y =
ij l plots'Y - 'Y case (II) : fixed

ij i .

(2.1 )

wnere = 1, .•. , a denotes the blocks; J = 1, ... , b denotes the plots and

K = 1, 2, ... , t denotes the time points. In (2.1), X.. 0 correspondS to tne
lJkl-'

fixed effects (which includes the treatment and time effects), p. corresoonds
1

*to the random effect for the ith block, 'Y . .corresoonas to the random effect
1 J .

for the jth plot of the ith block, e ik correspondS to the block effect over time

and ~"k corresponas to the measurement error on the jth plot of the ith block
1J

at time k. When the plots are fixed, the average Yi . is subtracted so that

*1:1' . .= a for all i where the sum is over j. We assume that the random
1J

components {p.}, {'Y . .},{e. k } and {l;. 'k} are independent. We also assume that
1 1J' 1J

P . are independent N(O,02) and 'Y .. are indeoendent N(O,o,:) variables. The, P 1J . ,

random components e ik and ~ijk involve repeated measurements on the same

location and the same plot and hence may be correlated over time. We assume

that e ik and l;ijk are inaependent stationary time series over time.

the following orthogonal components over time:

Consiaer

1. Blocks:

and

Y. k = X.. 13 + v. + ~,'k '1 • 1 • k ,
(2.2 )

2. Deviations from the blocks: (2.3)

where

-
~ik = e ik + ~i.k

U"J'k = ('Y .. - 'Y. ) + (~"k - ~. k)
'J 1. 'J 1.
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and

P. + 'Y
1 i .

v =
i

P.
1

, case (I): plots random

, case (II): olots fixea

l

Notice that {Y i . k} and {Y ijk - Yi . k} are indeoenaent ana we are modelling

our aata as two sets of independent time series.

For t moaerate in size, we follow the aoproach of Azzalini (1984) and

Pantula & Pollock (1985) to analyse the blOCk means over time. We assume that

~. is a first order autoregressive process, AR(l), given in (1.2). Similarly,1k

we assume that, for fixed i and j, ~"k is an AR(l) process given by,
1J

r 2 -1/2
I ( l-ct ) E , k =
I 2 ijK

~ = 1 (2.4)
ijk

I ct ~ + E , k ~ 2

L 2 ij,k-l ijk

where Ict21<1 and e ijk are independent N(O,a~) variables.

-Note that we have assumed ~1'k = e.. + ~, k and ~. 'k to be two independent
1K 1. 1J

AR ( 1) processes and a 1so tha t {e. } and {~, 'k} are i ndeoenden t . I t then
1K 1 J

follows that, for a fixea i, {e.} is a stationary
1K

2 2(1976), p. 66) with mean zero, variance cr = a e ~

ARMA (2,1)

-1 2
b cr~, ana

process (Fu 11 er

cov (e. , e. k I )
1K 1

-1
- 0

2 I k-k I Ia,.. ct2-;
(2.5)

2 2 -1 2 2 2 -1 2wnere a = (l-ct.) a and a~ = (1-ct2) a e~ I e -,

to be consistent, we require

For our assumotions
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( i )

( i i )

2 -1 2 -2
max {1, (1 -0'.2 ) ( 1 -0'.1 ), (1-0'.2 )

2
0'.1 °e

2
( 1-0'.1) }
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(2.6)

Note that if 0'.1 = 0'.2 = 0, t~en {e ik } and {~ijk} are

N(O,o:) variabies, respectively ana tne model (2.1)
<;

2inaepenaent N(O,Oe) and

reduces to the

traditional split-bloCK model (Steel & Torrie (1980), p. 393). In tnis case,

the sums of squares for blocks, time ana blocks by time are oo~ainea using tne

model (2.2). Similarly, the sums of sauares for the plots within blocks ana

tne resiaual are obtained from the model (2.3).

2.2 Estimation procedure

2 2
0e and 0v wnere

Our estimation procedure consists of several steps.

block means, Y. , , over time to obtain estimates of 0'.1'1.K
2 2 -1 2 . 2 2

° = 0 + b o~ tor case (I) ana ° = ° for case (II).
v p I V P

First, we anaiyse the

Next we

2analyse the deviations, Yijk - Yi . k , to obtain estimates of 0'.2' 0yand

2
0e' Finally, we obtain a linear transformation of Yijk involving 0'.1 and 0'.2

d h · 2 2 2 d 2 'h d'an t e varlance comoonents 0e' 0p' 0y an 0e sucn t at an or 1nary

least squares regression of the transformed Y-variaole on the corresponaing X-

variables will give us tne estimated generalized least squares (EGLS) estimate

for ~, the vector of fixea effects.

1. Analysis of tne olock means: No~e tnat tne moael (2.2) for DloCK means

over time is tne same as that of (1.1) consiaered by Pantula & Pollock (1985),

witn Y. k and X. in olace of Y. ana X. , resoectively. Therefore, we1. 1. k lK ,K

obtain est,mates 0'.1'
A2

and
A2

for 2
ana °

2can tne °v ° 0'.1 ' °v e'e

respectively.

"uncorrelatea."

x ~

Let Z, be the transformation of Y, sucn tnat Z,'k arelK 1. K
"!!:

Let H, be tne correspona1ng transformation of X "
,k , .K
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2. Analysis of the deviations: The model (2.3) for deviations,

Yijk - Yi . k , is similar to the model (1.1) except for the fact that

E(Y" k - Y. k) = 0, for all i and k, where the sum is over j. The estimation
1 J , •

procedure parallels that of Pantula & Pollock (1985). We incluae the main

steps of the procedure for the sake of completeness.

(a) Regress (V" k - Y. k) on (X"k - X. k) and let u'"J'k denote
'J 1. 'J 1.

the least squares residuals from this regression. A ratio-tyoe

(method of moments) estimator for a
2

is given by

a b t-2 A

Li =1 1. 1
I u (u - u )

J= K=1 ijk ij,k+' ij,K+2
a = (2.7 )

2 a b t-2 A

Ii =1 1., I k=1
u (u - U \

I

J= ijK ijK ij,k+l

Under certain regularity conditions, it can be shown that

2 2
2(1+a ) 20' (l+a ) 2a (1+a )

2 'Y 2 2 2
Var(a )

==
+ +

2 a(b-1)(t-2} 2 2 2
a a(b-l}(t-2) a(b-l)(l-a )(t-2)

e 2

for fixed band t and a tending to infinity.

(b) Obtain estimates of O'~ and a; by using the following transformed

variables:

A~:k) = A - A(2)
1J ijk ijk



I
A2 1/2 -1

(1-0: ) c d
(2 ) 2 2 ij

A = {

ijk

l -1
( 1-0: ) c d

2 2 ij

k =

k ~ 2

10

A2 1/2 t
d = (1-0: ) A + (1-<:( ) Lk=2

A
ij 2 i j 1 2 ijk

A A
C2 = (1-0:2 )(t - (t-2 )0:2 ]

and

r A2 1/2
( 1-0: ) (Y - y ) k =

i 2 i j 1 i •1
A =

ijk lY;jk
- y - <:( (Y - Y ) , k ~ 2

i .k 2 ij,k-l i .k-l

Obtain, similarly, Gijk , G~;~ and G~~~ using Zijk in place of Yijk .

(Note that, if <:(2 = 0, tnen

A ~ ~k) = Y. ,
1 J 1 J .

- Y.
1 ••

and A(1,) =
1JK Y

1
'J'k - Y, k - Y.. + Y. )

1. 1J. 1..

(1) (1) (2) (2)
Regress A. 'k on G. 'k and A. 'k on G, ". Let

1J 1J 'J 1JK
A(l)'A(l) A(2),A(2)
E E and E E denote the residual sums of squares from tnese

regressions, respectively. Compute

A2 -1 A(l)'A(l)
0E = V 1 E E (2.8)



and

where

V
1

= a(b-l)(t-l) - ranK (G(l))

and

V
2

= a(b-l) - rank (G(2))

~2 ~2

If 0y is negative, tnen we set Oy = o. It can be Shown that

and

(c) Obtain tne following transformations, which will be needed in the

comoinea analysis to obtain tne EGLS estimate of the fixed effGcts ~:

11

(2.9)

and

*A
ijK

( 1 )
= A

ijK

~2 -1 ~2 .1/2
+ co) ° i

2 Y E J

( 2)
A

iJK
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* (1) [~2 ~2 -1 ~2 f/2 (2 )
G = G + (0' + cO') 0' G

ijk ijk e 2 'Y e ijk

3. Combined analysis: Obtain

* ~2 -1 ~2 f /2 *W = A + r( bO' ) 0' Z
ijK ijk L e e ik

and

* ~2 -1 A2 f/2 *B = G + [(bO'e) 0' H
ijk ijk e ik

(2.10 )

(2.11)

Regress Wijk on Bijk to obtain the EGLS estimate ~ for~. It can b~ shown

tnat W, the vector consisting of Wijk is O'e v- 1/2 Y where V is an

estimate of V, the variance covariance matrix of Y, tne vector of observations.

. ~ ~-1/2

Similarly, the matrix 8, consisting of B" k 1S 0' V X. Therefore, the
1 J e

stanaard errors of the estimator ~ in the regression of Won Bare

asymototically valid. Also, the matrix ~~(BIB)-l obtained in this

regression is an asymptotically consistent estimate of var(~), under certain

regularity conditions on X.

Note that, for the traditional solit-block model, the parameters Q 1 and Q 2

are oath zero. If we set Q 1 = Q 2 = 0 in the above estimation procedure,

then the estimates of the variance components and of ~ coincide with those

proposea by Pantuia, Nelson & Anderson (1985).

2.3 Hypothesis Testing

Under certain regularity conditions on X"k' as in Fuller & Battese (1973),
'J

it can be shown tnat ~ is asymptotically normal for fixed band t and a

tending to infinity. Therefore, any hyoothesis regarding the fixed effects ~

can be tested from the regression of the combined analysis. However, care must

oe used wnen a is not large. In small samoles, the EGLS estimator $ may not
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be better than the ordinary least sauares (OlS) estimator ~ of ~ obtained by

regressing Y" k on X. ..• Also, the distribution of ~ may not be close to
lJ l]K

normal. If a is not very large, one may use the OlS estimate ~ (instead of

1 A -1
s) with an estimated covariance matrix of S, (X'X)- X'V X(X'X) , wnere

V is the estimate of V obtained above. The method of using the OlS estimate

for testing of hypotheses regarding the fixed effects is similar to the tests

of contrasts suggested by Rowell & Walters (1976).

Hypotheses regarding the variance components may be tested using F-

statistics that a:e similar to the traditional analysis of variance. For

2example, to test Ho : cry = 0, we may use the statistic

F =

A(2)'A(2)
E E Iv

2
( 2.12)

To test the aaequacy of two first

A(l)' A(l) -(2)' -(2)
Where € €, € €, v

1
and v

2
are definea in (2.8) and (2.9).

If u, and u2 are known and are used in the comoutations tnen the F-statistic in

(2.12) has, under Ho ' Fisher's F-distribution with degrees of freedom v
2

ana v
1

•

When u, and u2 are estimated the tests are approximately valid.

The hypothesis Ho : u, =Uz =0, which means tnat the traditional split-

block model is adequate, can be tested using the independence and the

asymptotic normality of U1 and u 2.

order autoregressive models, likelihood ratio type test statistics may be

considered. We will discuss this problem in section 4.

2.4 Large number of repeated measurements

In some experiments and in some economic situations it is possible to

obtain a large number of repeated measurements. In such cases, traditional time
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series identification procedures (Fuller (1976» may be used for the

orthogonal comoonents, Y.. and Y..
, • K , JK

Y. k' to obtain parsimonious models,.
and efficient estimates for the time series e .. and~.... If ~'-k =

,k , JK

6"k + ~. k and S.. are identified to be aUtoregressive processes then the
, • , JK

above transformations may be used with minor modifications to obtain the

estimates. However, if they are identified to be ARMA type mOdels then it is

not easy to obtain simple algebraic expressions for the transformations lik and

Aijk . In this case, one may use iterative procedures and obtain the maximum

likelihood estimates.

3. CROSSED SPLIT-BLOCK MODELS

3.1 Model presentation

In this section we consider the example of section 2 with the treatments

selected at random. Suppose a set of a locations (or blocks) and a set of b

treatments are selected at random. The same set of treatments are used in tne

different locations selected. Measurements are taKen on t consecutive

occasions. We con$ider a linear model,

Y"J'k = X ... J3 + p. + T. + 'Y .. + e'k + 0J'k + s'k, JK , J ,J' , J

i =1, ... , a; j =1, ... , b; k= 1 , ... , t ,

(3.1 )

where XijkJ3 represents the fixed effects and Pi' T j , 'Y ij , e ik , 0jk and Sijk

represent the blOCk, treatment, block by treatment, block by time, treatment by

time and OIOCK by treatment by time random effects, respectively. We assume

that the random effects are independent of each other; Pi are independent

N(O,a2 ) variables; T. are indeoendent N(O,a2) variables and 'Y .. are
P J' T 1J

independent N(O,a;) variables. We also assume that {6 ik }, {Ojk} ana {~ijk}

are independent stationary time series. Note that in model (3.1) the random
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effect associated witn the sUbscripts i ana j are crossed with each other,

whereas in model (2.1), the ranaom effect associatea witn the subscriot j is

nested within i.

We now consider moaels for tne following or~hogonal components over time:

1. Blocks: Y. k - Y = (X. k - X•• k)13 + (v. - v + (r). , - r).k) (3.2)
1. .. k ,. 1 1K

* -* * -*2. Treatments: Y - Y = (X - X•• k)J3 + (v.- v ) + (r)jk - 'l1. k ) , (3.3)
.jk .. k .jk J

3. Residuals:

and

Y... - Y. k- Y 'j + Y k1JK 1. • J < •• = (X. 'k- X. - X . + X ·)13 + U
1
'
J
'
k

'1J 1.K .Jk .. K
(3.4)

4. Overall mean: Y
. .k = X.. kt3 + ak

(3.5)

where

v. = p. + 'Y.1 1 1.

* .vv. = T. + ,
. jJ J

-
'l1 .. = e .. + c

1K 1K ~i .K
,

*r)jk = ajk + S .jk

uijk = ('Y .. - 'Y. - 'y + 'Y
1J 1. . j + (~ - c -:::.,., + c • • k)<:,. .. ~. k '>

1 JK 1 • ..JK
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and

+ -r + Y -
+ e. k + o.k + ~ •• k

*Following the approach of section 2, we assume that ~ik' ~jk and ~ijk are

independent AR(l) processes given by

r 2 -'/2
( 1-cc ) e

1 i 1
~ = <
ij I

I ccY) + e
l , ; ,k-l ik

r *2 -1/2 *
I ( '-cc ) e
I , j1

* I
Y) =

1
jl<

* * *
cc ~ + e

1 j,k-1 jk

and

, k ::

, k ::: 2

, k =

, k ::: 2

r
2 -'/2

(l-cc ) E , k =
2 i j 1

t; =
ijk l cc ~ k 2+ E , >

2 ij,k-l ijk

variables ana Eijk are inaependent

*wnere Icc, I <1, ICC, j <1, Icc2 I <, ,

2
are independent N(O,Oe*)

indeoenaent N(O,02) variables,. e
2N(O,C1
e

)

variables.

Note that the above assumotions imply that for a fixed i, e ik is an

ARMA(2,1) orocess with covariance structure given in (2.5), oroviaed (2.6)

nolas. Similarly, for a fixea j,

*cc,=<x,=cc2=0, then {e ik }, {Ojk} and

0jk is an ARMA(2,l) process. If

. 2 ( 2.{l; .. } are lndependent N(O,C1e ), N O,O!') and
1 JK 0
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N(O,C1~) variables, respectively and model (3.1) reduces to the traditional

split-block model (Steel & Torrie (1980), p. 393). In the traditional

analysis, the model (3.2) is used to obtain the sums of squares for blocks and

blocks by time; the model (3.3) is used to obtain the sums of squares

for treatments and treatments by time; the model (3.4) is used to obtain the

sums of squares for blocks by treatment and blocks by treatment by time and the

moael, (3.5) is used to obtain the sums of squares for time. In section 2,

since the sUbscript j is nested within

(3.5); and (3.3) and (3.4) resoectively.

we could pool the moaels (3.2) ana

3.2 Estimation procedure

Our estimation procedure consists of analysing the four orthogonal

components separately and then combining the analyses to get the EGLS estimate

The estimation

13 of 13.

1.

We now present the main steps of the estimation proceaure.

~2

From model (3.2) for block deviations obtain the estimates Q1' C1e
~2 2 2 2 -1 2

and C1
V

of Q1' C1
e

and C1
V

= C1p + b C1y .

procedure parallels that of block deviations in section 2, with

- -
y - Y in place ofi.k .. k

~2 ~2

expressions for C1e ' C1v '

Y. k and,.
~2

var(C1 ),e

(a-l) in place of a
~2 ~

var(C1v ) and var(Ql).

in tne

7f: *Let lik ana Hik be the transformations of Yi . k - Y.. k ana

X. k - X I as given insect i on 2.
1. • .K

2. From model (3.3) for treatment aeviations ootain, similarly, tne
~* ~2 ~2 * 2estimates Q, , C1e* and C1v* of 0::1 ' C1e* ana

2 2 -1 2 ** **
C1 =0 + a cry. Let Z jk and H jk be the transformations

v* T
- - - - * *of Y. jk - Y.. k and X. jk - X.. k similar to lik ana Hik .



3. From model (3.4) for tne residuals obtain, as in section 2, tne

o A2 A2 2 2
est1mates a2 , cre and cry of a2 , cre and cry' Also,

* *obtain A0 ok and Go ok the transformations of
1 J 1 J

Y1oJ
O k - Yo k - Y Ok + Y k and Xo ° - Xo k - X ok + X

1. .J .. 1JK 1. .J .. K

similar to the transformations in section 2.

4. The analysis for the means over time, however, is different. From

model (3.5) we know that,
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-1 2 2 2= (ab) (cr~ + bcr + acr ), p 'i
(3.6)

Since t is only moderate in size, we can compute the txt covariance

- -matrix C = var(Y ., ... ,Y .) and the positive def~nite sauare root
•• I •• t

C- 1/ 2 of C- 1 . Let

and

?f:

We use the estimates of the variance components, a
1

, a
1

and a 2 to

compute an estimate of C.

5. Now, to obtain the EGLS estimate ~ of ~ we comoute

(3.7)
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+ [

~2 r' [~' f' r~~ r'*
0

€ * € **
W = A Z o. + Z +

L ab J gKijk ijk A2 1K ~2 ok
bo J ao J

e e*

and

r
~2 f/2 x

r;2 11/2

r~~ f'p*
0

€ I € I x*B = G + I H + ~') J H;. +
ijk ijk ~2 ik ." .JK ao k

bo J I ao
L e L e* L

The OLS estimate obtained by regressing Wo ok on Bijk is tne EGLS estimate f31J

of f3. Also, the matrix ;~(BIB)-1 obtained from this regression, unaer

certain regularity conditions, will be a consistent estimate for the asymptotic

variance covariance matrix of f3. Any hypothesis regarding the parameter can

be tested as in section 2.

3.3 Large number of repeated measurements

If the number of repeated measurements, t, is iarge, tnen traditional time

series (frequency and time domain) identifying proceaures may be used for the

orthogonal partitions, Yi . k - V.. k ' V. jK - V.. k and

Vijk - Vi •k - V. jk + V.. k ' to obtain parsimonious mOdels for tne

time series eo k , do, and~. 'k' Also, with minor modifications, transformations
1 JK 1 J

of section 3.2 may be used to obtain the EGLS estimate of f3.

Another model tnat is sometimes used is the symmetric random effects moael

given by

V.. =X .. f3+po+"l.+Rk +Yoo+e· k +d. +l;'k' (3.8)
1 JK 1 JK 1 J 1 J 1 JK 1 J

where the component ~k is included to reflect tne global (time) effect. The
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time series ~k is assumed to be independent of the remaining random components.

We can again use the orthogonal components to obtain parsimonious models for

the time series e,'k' 6, and~, Ok and then use the model for Y to
JK 1 J •• k

identify a model for the time series Rk .

Suppose the model (3.8) holds with Pi' Tj , Yij , e ik , 6jk and (ijk as

defined in section 3.2. Note that,

where

Y = X ~ + P + T + Y
•• k .. K

+ b
K

(3.9)

If b is an AR(1) process over time with parameters Q and cr2 , tnen one can
K

2estimate Q ana cr as in section 2. Also, simple aigebraic expressions can be

given for the transformations in (3.6) unlike in moael (3.1). The estimates of

the remaining parameters can be obtained using the procedures in section 3.2.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have considered simple extensions of traditional split-

block models. We believe that the paper presents two imcortant general

concepts regarding the analysis of repeatea measurements aata from some

randomized exoerimental design. First, we regara tne aifferent ortnogonal

components of the aesign over time as inaeoendent sets of time series. In some

situations, as in section 2, some of the orthogonal comoonents may be coolea.

The estimation of severa] time series comoonents is thus simplif1ea. Secona,
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if autoregressive mOdels are considered for the time series in the orthogonal

components, explicit transformations are available that can be used to obtain

consistent estimates of the autocorrelations, variance components and the fixed

effects. Some readers may find one or the other or both of these aspects

useful in other settings.

We have considered particular (ARMA) models for the time series comoonents

in the model. If the numoer of time points (repeated measurements), t, is

large then traditional time series methods can be used to identify and test the

adequacy of the models. When t is small or moderate in size, we Should use

likelihood ratio tyoe statistics for testing the adeauacy of tne hypo~hesizea

models. Olkin & Vaeth (1981) and Jennrich & Schluchter (1985) oresent

iterative orocedures to obtain the maximum likelihooa estimates for moaels with

structured covariance matrices. Using these maximum iikelincod estimates one

may test the adeauacy of our autoregressive mOdels against stationary and

arbitrary (multivariate) covariance structures. The estimates presented in

this paper are not the most efficient estimates of the parameters. Our

estimation procedure is, however, consistent, simple and similar to the

traditional analysis of split-block models. For example, when a =a =a in
1 2

model (2.1) our estimates coincide with those of Pantula, Nelson & Anderson

(1985). If, in addition, the covariables are simple dummy variables, our

estimates coincide with those of the regular analysis of variance estimates.

Also, our estimation procedure can be used to test wnether the traditional

split-block model is adequate as compared to our mOdel.

The results presented in this paoer are asymptotic in nature. We assume

tne number of bloCKS, a, to be large. If a is not very large, the EGLS

est,mator ~ mayor may not be better than the OLS est,mator ~ ot $. Also,

the small samole distrioution of ~ may not be weil aooroximatea by a normai
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distribution. On the other hand, the distribution of the OLS estimate ~ is

N(O,var(~)). If a is not very large one may use the OLS estimate ~ with
A - -1 A -1 A

an estimated covariance matrix var(~) = (X'X) X'V X(X'X) , where V

is the estimate of V = var(Y) obtained in our procedure. Small samPle

properties of ali our estimators need to be studied. Also, the effect of auto-

correlations on the properties of the OLS estimator ~ and tne variance

components needs to be investigated.

The mOdelling aoproaches and the estimation procedures presentea in this

paper can be used to analyse other balanced orthogonal designs with repeated

time measurements. For examole, with tne Latin square design, tnere can be

orthogonal components to mOde] as time series for the overall mean, row

component, column component, treatment component ana resiaual component. The

exact form of the analysis will depend on which effects are classified as fixed

and random. (See also Kunert (1985).)

In this paper, we have considered only linear models with random and

autocorrelated error components. In addition to presenting consistent

estimates for the autocorrelations and variance components, we presented a

transformation to obtain the weightea least squares estimate for the fixed

effects. This transformation and the estimates of the autocovariance structure

can also be usea in estimating nonlinear (growth curve) models. (See Gallant

(1975) . )
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